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Search Committee improves method
New members introduced

Paige E. Mulholian
By DAWN E. LEGER
Assistant News Editor

By DAWN E. LEGER
Assistant News Editor
The Presidential Search
Committee completed the formation of its 21 member panel
last November as two professors were selected by the Steering Commiuee of Academic
Council.
Dr. Rudy Fichtcnbaum, professor of economics, has served
with the university for 12 years.
A member of the Academic
Council since 1988, Fichtenbaum served as chair of the
University Library Committee
and as 1990-91 President of the
Faculty.
Dr. Phyllis A. Henderson,
associate professor of education and human services, has
been a Wright State faculty
member for four years.
Henderson said she is very

As most of us are aware,
Wright State's President Paige E.
Mulholian will retire July 1,1994
and the committee to select his
successor is already working to
define the university's future
needs, goals and priorities.
With the appointment of panel
members completed, the search
committee — comprised of two
subcommittees — is currently yet applied."
Reports from both subcommitmolding the packaging of the next
tees should be ready for approval
president.
by
the
end of January, according to
One subcommittee is tasked
with designing the president's job Sharon A. Lewis, vice president
description and leadership crite- for Information Resources Manria and the other with appointing agement
In 1985, when Mulholian was
an outside executive consulting
selected over provost Michael
firm.
Ferrari,
many faculty members felt
Dan W. Duval, chair of the
search committee, said such a firm they had little voice in the decision.
To avoid a repeat of this, a veto
"might know someone who is
qualified for the job and has not provision—a block of seven com -

listing shows
percentage of student*
responding they have
used the drug listed.
Figures have boon roundad

sii.VLolt
Rudy Flchtenbaum
pleased with the progress of the
search committee toward drawing up the presidential job description.
Fichtenbaum and Henderson
currently serve on the committee with Faculty President Edgar
Rutter and President-elect Marguerite MacDonald.

WSU survey says
teens prefer alcohol

Greene County high schools, more
than 3,100 ninth graders and 2,600
seventh graders.
These students anonymously
In an annual survey called the responded to a 77-item self-report
Daytcn-area Drug Survey, alcohol
placed first on the list of drugs questionnaire.
The surveyrevealedthat in the
Dayton-area high school seniors arc
senior class of 1992:
mittee members which would pre- most likely to have used.
•87 percent of them had conSecond place on the list was sumed alcohol at least once in their
vent a candidate from making the
finalists list — was added to the cigarettes. Marijuana placed third. lifetime with no parental superviThe study was a joint venture
selection process.
sion
"I believe everyone is fairly between United Health Services (a
•53 percent had consumed alrepresented thistime,"said Duval local United Way agency), the Sub- cohol at least once in the 30 days
of the selection procedure. "It's a stance Abuse Intervention Programs before the survey
very open Democratic process." at Wright State's School of Medi•29 percent had at leastfiveor
Search committee officials said cine and a number of area school more drinks in a row at least once
their main responsibility over the districts.
during the two weeks preceding
Those students questioned in the
next 14 months is to narrow down
•ee "Drugs"
the best three tofivefinalistsin the February 1992 survey include 2,632
continued on page 3
nation for the Board of Trustees. seniors from 17 Montgomery and
By BECKY RUEF
Assistant News Editor

WSU initiates memorial fund
Wright State has started a scholarship fund in honor of Air Force
Capt. Kevin M. Maguire, a 1986
Wright State graduate and former
cadet corps commander at the university.
Maguire, 32, of Dayton, died
Nov. 30 when two Air Force cargo
planes collided during a refueling
mission over Montana.
A member of Wright State's
first Air Force ROTC class,
Maguire went on to navigator training and instructor status at Mather

k

For other scholarships
available to WSU students
please turn to page 3
and McChord Air Force Bases.
According to Leota Geiglc, coordinator of Wright State's Foundation Scholarship. «he Maguire
scholarship will be used to benefit
the university's ROTC cadets.
Donations should be sent to The
Kevin M. Maguire Memorial

'NSIDE

Our "Time with Tom" expires.
[Page 6]
Wright State remembers past champions.
(Page 11]

Scholarship Fund; c/o Wright State
Foundation; Alumni Foundation
Building; Dayton, Ohio 454350001.
For more information call 8732620.
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Public
Relations
helping
WSU
graduate
student
By BECKY RDEF
Assistant News Editor
The Public Relations Student Society of America is trying to raise $5,000 to reunite
Chau Le, a 72-year-old December graduateof WSU with
his family.
According to Lisa Webb,
program director for PRSSA,
about S650 has been raised so
far justfromwalking into the
Public Relations office.
Le escaped with 4,000
other refugees from Saigon as
it began to fall in 1975, leaving his wife and daughter be-

Meetings and other events

ChauLe
hind.
For the past 17 years he
has been writing to his family
hoping that someday he would
be reunited with his wife,
daughter, son-in-law and two
grandchildren. The paperwork
has been completed and arrangements have been made,
but the money that is needed
to transport his family to
America is short
The deadline for donations
to PRSSA is Friday, Jan. 22.
Friday, Le, along with
PRSSA, will be selling his
homemade egg rolls in the Allyn Hall Lounge from 12:30 4 p.m. for $1 each.

State tax increase
boosts project plans,
saves budget cuts
By DAWN E. LEGER
Assistant News Editor
Wright Slate is getting a doublebarreled boost from the new tax
increases recently approved by the
Ohio General Assembly.
According to WSU President
Paige E. Mulhoilan, the tax bill
will save the university from further budgetcuts this Fiscal year and
provide nearly S20
million in funds for
capital projects.
Mulhoilan said
Gov. Voinovich has
assured that education will not suffer
from additional budgetcuts through J unc
30. However, he
said, the new increases will not
address the situation of a long-term
budget.
In addition to avoiding near
future cuts, the university will receive S2 million for the new Stu-

• Classified Staff Advisory
Council, Large Conference Room,
• "Where Do We Go from Here? • Concert: Ohio Music Educa- Administrative, 3:30 p.m.
Nonviolence: Learning It, Living tion Association Honor Band and
• WSU Organization for
It, Teaching It," a celebration hon- Choir, CAC Concert Hall, 3 p.m. Women: "Are Women Second
oring Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
• WSU Cinema: Say Amen, Class World Citizens?" The
with guest speaker Dr. Odcllc Health Sciences, 7 p.m.
speaker will be Dr. Jeanne
Owens of Christ Hospital in CinBallantinc, sociology and anthrocinnati, Medical Sciences Auditopology at WSU, 041 University
Monday, Jan. 18
rium, 6:30 p.m.
Center, noon.
• Financial Aid information
• Martin Luther King Holiday,
• WSU Cinema: Down By Law,
meetings, 175 Milieu, 3 p.m. and university closed.
116 Health Sciences Building, 10
112 Fawceu, 6 p.m.
p.m. Also Friday at 8 p.m.
• WSU Cinema: Blood Simple,
•Writing Center: APA WorkTuesday, Jan. 19
116 Health Sciences, 10 p.m. Also
shop, 11 a.m. For more informaFriday at 8 p.m.
• UCB Video: Batman Returns,tion call 873-4186.
• Concert: Faculty Smorgas- Rathskellar, 5 p.m. Also shown on
bord, CAC Concert Hall, 12:30 Wednesday at noon, Thursday at
Friday, Jan. 22
p.m.
11 a.m. and Friday at 6 p.m.
•
Microbiology
& Immunology
• CD-ROM Instruction,
• UCB Keep You Laughing
Fordham Library, 1 p.m.
Comedy Series with Mary Ellen Seminar "The Role of Cellular
Hooper, University Center Cafete- Antigens in HIV Infectivity." The
ria, 8 p.m.
guest speaker will be Dr. Jeffrey L.
Friday, Jan. 15
• Writing Center Essay Exam Rossio of the AIDS Vaccine Pro• "Celebrating the Legacy," Dr. Workshop, 2:30 p.m. For more in- gram at the National Center InstiMartin Luther King's Birthday and formation call 873-4186.
tute, 103 Oelman Hall, 1 p.m.
the Bolinga Resources Center's
• CD-ROM Instruction,
• CD-ROM Instruction,
Fordham Library, 2 p.m.
22nd Anniversary, Medical Sci- Fordham Library, 11 a.m.
ences Auditorium, 2 p.m.
• Psychiatry Grand Rounds,
• Microbiology & Immunology with Dr. Ed Kohn, noon. For more
Saturday, Jan. 23
Seminar'Target Reseach & Tech- information call 276-8325.
• CD-ROM Instruction,
nology Transfer," with Dr. Joseph
Fordham Library, 11 am.
J. Thomas, graduate studies, 103
Wednesday, Jan. 20
Oelman, 1 p.m.
• Writing Center MLA WorkSunday, Jan. 24
Saturday, Jan. 16
shop, 4 p.m. For more information
call 873-4186.
• Artist Series: Hymnody of
• Chinese Spring Festival (New
• CD-ROM Instruction, Earth, CAC Concert Hall, 3 to 7
Y ear) Celebration, Fairbom Senior Fordham Library, 4 p.m.
p.m. Formore information call 873Center, 6 p.m. to midnight. For
2900.
more information call Feng Li,
• WSU Cinema: Stairway to
Chinese Student Association presiHeaven, 116 Health Sciences
dent at (513) 322-7453.
Building, 7 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 21
Thursday, Jan. 14

Sunday,Jan.17

dent Union project along with $4.2
million the state provided over the
last two years.
Following the last bidding on
the project, Wright State raised the
remaining cost of the S13 million
renovation. "We have the resources
in hand and are now accepting contracts," said Mulhoilan.
Described before as "one-stop
office.
quetball courts of ihe Physical
shopping," Mulhoilan said the two
Arrests
An 18-year-old female was ar- Education Building.
A 20-year-old male was rested by Public Safely officers on
fold complex will provide sufficient space
arrested by Fairborn Police Jan. 8 for disorderly conduct by
Complaints
where "stuofficers forreceivingstolen public intoxication.
Chip Downsreportedto Pubproperty on Jan. 7. The male,
dents can do
lic Safety on Jan. 7 that a wineverything they
a studentemployee was workThefts
dow pane valued at $50 was
ing in the library. He was found
need to do to beChristine S. Morrison reported broken in the recreation room at
in possession of a check that on Jan. 7 that a gym bag containing 1301 Springwood Lane.
come students."
had been missing since Febru- two pair of black sweat pants valIncluded on
On Jan. 10, a making false
ary 1992. The check had been ued at S55, one green jacket valued alarms offense in Jacob Hall was
the list of future
capital projects
destined for the library at at S80, S35 in U.S. currency, one reported to Public Safety officWSU.
arc a S9.5 milpair of leather gloves valued at ers.
lion building for the College of
A 38-year-old male was S30, one pair of sports glasses valKristina L. Benncr reported
arrested by Public Safety of- ued at $15, her driver's liccnse, to Public Safety officers on Jan.
Education and Human Services, a
ficers on Jan. 8 for disorderly student I .D., one set of vehicle keys, 10 that the hatchback window
S4.8 millionrenovationon Oclconduct by public intoxica- one room key and one apartment on her mother's 1986 Dodge Colt
man and Fawt.ett Halls, and a S1.6
tion at the Nutter Center box key were stolen outside of the rac- had been shot out in Lot 7.
million improvement on campus
traffic circulation, said Mulhoilan.

Campus Crime Report
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Faculty fights
Mulhollan on
strategic plan
By STEVE HARD1STY
Special Writer
Wright State committees gave
President Paige E. Mulhollan an
unsettling response to his 1992strategic plan at the last faculty meeting fall quarter.
The strategic plan is designed
to improve Wright State's image
on a local and national level and
focus the university toward a modem metropolitan status.
According to Mulhollan, the
1992 version of the plan is more
focused on students. "We have
problems with student relations and
we have to find a way to improve
that," he said.
Hie committees each provided
a summary of their review, stating

what they considered to be main
problems in the plan. All committees agreed that the plan failed to
set priorities and was hard to read,
containing difficult language and
vagueness.
The Student Affairs Committee
said although the plan focuses more
on students, there are still concepts
and issues inneedofexpansion. The
committee also said the plan fails IO
focus on support staff and needs to
be more specific about its funding.
The Curriculum Committee and
Faculty Affairs Committee said the
plan contained a long list of falsehoods and inaccuracies. Likewise,
the Budget Board Committee said it
lacked emphasis on research and
failed to document salaries.
According to Sharon Lewis, assistant vice president for Information Resources Management, comments on improvements for theplan
should be made before the end of
January.
The final draft of the plan will be
voted on by the Academic Council
in June.

Scholarships
available to
WSU students
Scholarships for
female and
continuing students
If you are a non-traditional, part-time female student with a 3.0 cummulati ve
G.P.A. you may want to apply for Wright State's Organization for Women Scholarship program.
Application forms arc
available in the Financial Aid
Office, 129 Student Services
Wing, Allyn Hall. For further information contact
Judy Rose of Financial Aid.
Application deadline is
March 31,1993.
• continuing students •
Scholarshipapplica lions
for continuing students are
now available in the Office
of Financial Aid, 129 Student Services Wing, Allyn
Hall.
Applicants may pick up
or drop off forms in the office from 8:30-6:15 Monday thru Thursday and 8:305 on Fridays. Application
deadline is April 1,1993.

RESIDENTIAL
SUMMER CAMP
STAFF

Call 873-3135 or stop by
163 Millett Hall for application.
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Bookstore solves
WSU's postal blues
By BECKY RUEF
Assistant News Editor
Wright State residents have
been wondering how to send their
mail home ever since the campus
mailing window closed Oct 30.
According to Susan NicholsKlein, assistant director of the
bookstore, the bookstore sells 29
and 50 cent stamps, 19 cent postcards and standard-sized envelopes.
The bookstore will also ship
packages by UPS.
Any student who can't get mailing services on campus arc directed to the Fairborn Post Office,
said Michael J. Coakley, director
of Residence Services.
The new Student Services
Complex may solve the problem.

CAMPUS NEWS
"When the expanded center
opens up, a space is set aside for
mailing services," Coakley said.
According to the 1991 Student
Services Complex Plan, there will
be an office area called the Campus Service Center that will have
Xerox machines, computers for
rent, and mailing services.
Katherine Morris, assistant director of the University Center,
said although it is not yet in the
works, it is still a potential idea.
"There are a number of different services that the university will
be looking at." Morris added.

Beer returns Fix your
to the Rat
child's stress
Marriott at Wright State received its liquor license in early
November, according to Tom
Wilson, senior director of Dining
Services.
Wilson said there will be a
limit of "one purchase per person" and beer buyers must show
their identification.
In addition to the Rathskellar,
alcoholic beverages will be available in the faculty dining room
and at catered events, said Wilson.
Marriott must renew its liquor
license every year, he added.

"Drugs

99

continued from page 1

The Office of Pre-College Programs at Wright State
University is currently seeking highly motivated,
responsible college students to serve as residential camp
assistants. High energy level and leadership abilities
essential. Previous experience working with students in
grades 7-12 a must. Weekly stipend plus room and board
Call 873-3135 for application.

The Guardian

the survey
•and 4 percent reported they
consumed alcohol on a daily basis.
When the seniors were asked
whether or not they thought their
parents knew about their drinking,
52 percent said their parents did
not know.
Russcl S. Falck, SAIP health
education director and designer of
the study, said," It really depends
on the drug in question" whether
this data is high or low.
Falck continued, "The drug use
in this area pretty much mirrors
what is happening nationally."
According to the study, levels
of drug usage ir the Dayton-area

Discover ways to help alleviate the stress in your child's
life when Wright State offers
its Saturday Enrichment
Parent's Workshop on Jan. 30.
"Stress and Your Child," will
help parents identify childhood
stress factors as well as how
children typically react.
Dr. Kelly Fox Callahan, a
professor in theSchoo! of Professional Psychology, will
conduct the workshop.
Callahan is a psychologist who
specializes in the assesment
and treatment of children.
have remained virtually the same
as last year.
Use of hallucinogenic drugs
like LSD has increased dramatically among students in the Dayton area.
Almost 15 percent of Daytonarcaseniors said they had usedan
hallucinogen at least once in their
life.
Lifelong cigarette usage was
reported by 63 percent of the seniors.
Eleven percent of the seniors
surveyed reported that for the 30
days prior to the survey they had
smoked a half-pack or more per
day, 21 percent reported they use
tobacco on a daily basis.
The data tabulation services
for this survey were provided by
NCR. SAIP and Wright State's
School of Medicine provided the
data analysis and interpretation.

I
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Opinion
Guardian Dr. No's scalpel slices into WSU
TheGuartkan is iiidqmifciu newspaper printed
weekly during theregularichool year aid monthly
diving the simmer. It il published by students of
Wright Suae University md it primed on itcycled
paper. Offices are located at 046 University Center,
Wright Suie University, Dayton, OH 45435.
Editorials without by lines reflect amajority of the
editorial board. Editorials with bylines reflect the
opinion of the writer. Views expressed in columns
and canoons ire those of the writers and anists.
The Guardian reserves therightto censor, reject
or disapprove of any advertising copy in accordance
with any present or future advertising acceptance
rules established by Tht Guardian.
— © 1993 The Guardian

EDITORS & MANAGERS

STEVE McCAIN — Editor-in-Chief
CRAIG BARHORST — Graphics Manager
GREG BILLING — Sports Editor
TRAC3 CARTE — Business Manager
SCOTT COPELAND—Spotlight Editor
SCOTT CGZZOUNO—Chief Photogmpher
STEVE GRANT — Production Manager
BRIAN KETRING — Advertising Manager
THOMAS J. LUCENTE Jr. — News Edtor
JEFF MONTGOMERY — Op/Ed Page Editor
CRAIG ROTIMUELLER—Cnc. Manager
ASSISTANTS A STAFF
FEMIABULXJNDE—Production Asst.
DAWNA COVERT — Production Assistant
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

• Letters should have the writer's signature,
printed full name, daytime telephone
number and class standing if applicable.
• Letters should have fewer than 400 words.
The Guardian reserves the right to
condsnse letters.
• The Guardian hopes to cover a diverse
range of topics, therefore letters which
duplicate others may be omitted.
• Letters that are libelous or offensive will
be rejected. Letters which request money
from readers will be rejected
• When responding to another writer's
letter, refer to the date and headline.
• The Guardian reserves the right lo reject
letters dealing with theological arguments
or letters which make allegations that
cannot be proven.
• Letters should be addressed to:
— Letters
046 University Center
Wright State University
Dayton, Ohio 45435

By CRAIG BARHORST
Graphics Manager

Call out the militia! Mobilize the
WHILE ON CAMPUS PLEASE
troops! We are being invaded. Be
OBEY THESE SIMPLE RULES-'
warned, the enemy is not readily
NO SMOKING
MO FOOD OR DRINK IN ANY
apparent, it is sly and crafty. It
CLASSROOMS
moves like a quiet virus through
NO SKATEBOARDING, BIKING OR
ROLLER
BLADES
Wright State's campus, infecting
NO STUDENT COPY CARDS AT
everything from copying machines
RESTRICTED COPY MACHINES
to building doors. It springs from the
minds of the diabolical, intent on
eliminating everything that smells of
HAVE A NICE" BAY...
IF YOU CAN!
personal freedom. Lacking substance and foim, it lives in the
abstract world. It is the word "no".
sr
It looks so harmless in print, tame
as a kitten. But this is a tiger wild,
stubborn and savage. It bares its
realize we are too busy and preoccu- I can't understand, support, or ever
fangs and rips from us the very thing pied to concern ourselves with petty acknowledge as possessing a scinwe value most, our freedom. Almost concerns like the loss of copying
tilla of sense. It is locking out
no comer of our campus has escaped privileges or bicycling on the walk- students from copying machines. A
this word's pervasive spread. The
ways. These petty concerns, this
chunk of our money brought the
doors of every building sport the red stuff that we find trivial and, let's
damn thing, for crying out loud.
bar in a circle over a cigarette: the
face it, silly, is their domain. When What's next? More frightening,
universal symbol for NO SMOKwe first arrive on campus, we are
what's left?
ING. The walkways have new signs welcomed with opened arms and
The easiest and laziest way to
airing a laundry list of activities we hands outstretched in friendship.
deal with a problem is to write a
are not allowed to do on WSU's
But just as fast, those hands begin
policy ofrestriction.It lacks creativsacred pavement. There is NO
writing the doctrines of "no". We
ity and intelligence; qualities we as
EATING OR DRINKING in
students are expected to
the classrooms, thankfully a
—
— exhibit It attacks the action
rarely enforced policy. And
ignores the cause of the
...we allow a deteriora- and
finally, the mostrecentincident
problem. And the use of a sign
of infection and the most
an overt exhibition of power.
tion ofour quality oflife by isWriting
ludicrous and arrogant use of
the policy is not
the won! "no" is found pasted
enough for the worshippers of
the surgeons of "no".
on copy machines in the new
"no". They need a sign as
Russ building: NO STUDENT
~~ well. Atrophy. Why not post
COPY CARDS. Yes, Dr. No's
NO THEFT signs in the
scalpel has performed its most
are told to unlock our minds and
parking lots toremindpeople not to
fiendish work. Not even something absorb the knowledge that flows
steal? How about NO MURDER
like a copy machine is safe from the freely from the classrooms. But at signs and NO ARMED ROBBERY
blade of "no".
the sametimeour actions are resigns. The logic is the same.
This attack illustrates the simple stricted.
We are paying for this stuff, and
fact that at Wright State we have
I'll admit to agreeing with a no
when those with power exercise it
privileges, not freedoms. We are
smoking policy in the beginning,
excessively, it is not only our right
allowed to do only what those in
before it became a total ban exiling but our duty as consumers to comauthority think we can handle.
smokers. There are rumors that the plain. Don't just walk away after
Though we pay our tuition faithfully "no" mongers now want to eliminate reading this. Drop President
each quarter and invest our time and smoking around the landings in front Mullhollan a note and ask him,
moi ey, we allow the surgeons of
of buildings. I can understand the
"What's the deal?" We still have
"no" to deteriorate our quality of life. restrictions on the walkways, even that freedom, but then again, I
We need the education and those in though they add new meaning to the haven't checked lately to see if there
power torecognizethat. They
word trivial. But there is something is a signrestrainingthat, too.

©
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Op-Ed
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Student notices dark spot on WSU campus
HavingreadThe Guardian's
latest "Campus crime report," I
have concluded that crime is on
therisehere on campus. So far,
it seems we've managed to
escape having a serious physical assault this year.
Many times during the
evenings I walk (for exercise
and relaxation purposes)
around the campus. I have
noticed that I am not the only
person who does this. I feel
safe walking alone, in part due
to the regular presence of
Public Safety patrols and the
campus' excellent lighting.
However, I have noticed an
exception to the latter, one
where I think that an ounce of
prevention would surely be
worth a pound of cure.
I have noticed that there are

two places on campus where
lighting is, in my opinion, inadequate for safety. Those places are
the RTA bus stop adjacent to Rike
Hall (across from Rike/Visitors'
Parking) and the curvy path be-

tween Rike and the University
Center.
Although both the quad and the
parking lots are well lit, the hill
between the quad and the bus stop
casts a shadow over the bus stop.
ITS INSANITY. BONES!

C INSANITY!

GOD CAPTAIN I THERE*
HUNDREDS OF THEM...
THOUSANDS... ALL LOCKED
IN TURMOIL-. EMBROILED IN
CHAOS AND ANARCHY... ALL
FIGHTING FOR THE SAME

tfftkiHr STATE

SPACE!

I have talked to other people
who feel that the path and the
ous stop represent personal
safety hazards at night because
of the darkness. I personally
would never wait at that bus stop
after sunset, alone or accompanied.
Irealizethat spending money
to install lighting on the path and
at the RTA stop is not something
that the university wants to do.
But why, if the university was
willing to rip up the quad out of
concern for the safety of some
students, would it not be willing
to install lighting for the safety
of all?
It would be money well spent.
Dan Hockensmith
Freshman

Communication

IRS offers new file-by-phone
system to Ohio residents

Plans underway for extension
of Kauffman Avenue Bikeway

Many of your readers
may qualify to file their
1992 federal income tax
return without signing or
mailing anything to the
Internal Revenue Service
this year—unless they
owe additional tax.

City of Fairborn and Greene
County are working to aid commuting by bicycle. Design has
been completed andrightof way
is being acquired to extend the
Kauffman Avenue Bikeway
across the railroad tracks at
Central Avenue. Woolpert Consultants are designing the Kauffman Avenue Bikeway extension
that will connect the existing
bikeway at Col. Glenn with
Wright Brothers' Memorial.
Construction money is provided
by Federal Highway Administration through the Ohio Department
of Transportation.
WSU should begin planning
how to connect from Kauffman
Avenue to the main part of campus. I feel that old Main Road
should be repaved and used. The

information via the telephone,
taxpayers will state their name.
This voice recording will serve as
their signature. It's as easy as
that.
There is nothing to manually
sign—nothing to mail, unless they
owe additional tax. But with
TeleFile, taxpayers who owe can
file early and wait until April 15
TeleFile, IRS's file-by-phone to mail their payment.
system that debuted in Ohio last
IRS is testing this newest
year, has been enhanced with a technology exclusively in central
voice signature capability.
and southern Ohio. This is the
Approximately 487,000
IRS's latest effort to reduce the
central and southern Ohio
burden offilingon taxpayers.
residents can file their 1992
For additional information
return using a Touch-Tone
concerning TeleFile, please
telephone in about seven mincontact me on (513) 684-2172.
utes—from the convenience of
theirresidence—24hours a day.
Ten Dixon
After entering their tax
Public Affairs Officer

berms of Wright Avenue should
be paved. These actions would
have minimal environmental
impact.
The access road parallel to
Col. Glenn should be paved.
This road connects the Fredrick
White Medical Center and the
Nutter Center. Good bicycle
facilities would help solve
WSU's parking and traffic
problems. Paved bikeways are
used by a variety of people
including bicycleriders,walkers, joggers, handicapped and
rollerbladers. Bicycle transportation is important to WSU and
Wright-Patterson AFB.
El wood J. Ensor
Member of Miami Valley
Regional Bicycle Committee

f
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A news god's final
farewell
TOMASO GIOVANNI LUCF.NTE, Jr.
News Editor Emeritus

BY TOM LUCENTE

In my more than three years here at The out with his whip in an effort to dissipate the
Guardian, 1 have seen many goodbye col-storm. A futile effort at best
umns — and 1 have mocked them all.
Other times I would forget that all-im"1 will never do that." I told to my jour- portant fact: people arc human. Reporters
nalistic peers.
sometimes forget that and we search for
Well, 1 changed my mind.
ulterior motives for people's actions. We
The new year will also bring with ita new look for conspiracies when an analysis of
News Editor for this paper. Two weeks ago human thought processes and emotions
! began writing for a local city newspaper. wouldfindus the answer — humans arc not
I am sure many in the university commu- always logical.
nity will welcome my departure, most will
People arc fallible and make mistakes. A
be indifferent, and a few may even mourn person's error is not a sign of some major
my leaving.
cover-up or conspiracy.
1 have survived many controversial isThere is many things 1 would tell my
sues, been quoted and interviewed by the succcssor but most of all that person should
local press, survived a threatened libel suit remember what Arthur Kocstler said, "One
from a dean and have been lambasted by should either write ruthlessly what one beletter writers calling me every name in the lieves to be the truth, or shut up." I would
book.
also add, "Serve the reader but don't let the
I am, at this time,remindedof a quote by reader or anyone else scare you from your
Theodore Roosevelt: "It is not the critic who moral obligation to all yourreaders— to
counts; not the man who points out how the inform them whether it is good news or bad."
strong man stumbles, or where the doer of
So that 1 won't disappoint the people
deeds could have done them better. The who have come to expect something humorcredit belongs to the man who is actually in ous orcreative in my columns I would like to
the arena, whose face is marred by dust and do something. In news writing you try to stay
sweat and blood; who strives valiandy; who away from idioms and cliches. I figure Italerrs, and comes short again and again; be- ian idioms would be a loophole to that rule.
cause there is not effort without error and
Here are a few of my favorites: "Nudo
shortcoming; but who docs actually strive to comc un vcrme," (Naked as a worm); "Mcglio
do the deeds; who knows the great enthusi- fringuello in man chc tordo in frasca," (Betasms, the great devotions; who spends him- ter afinchin hand than a thrush on a branch);
self in a worthy cause, who at the best knows "Pigliare due piccioni con una fava," (To
in the end the triumphs of high achievement catch two pigeons with one hand);
and who at ihe worst, if he fails, at least fails "Inghiottireil rospo,"(Toswallow the toad);
while daring greatly, so that his place shall "Mangiarc comc un bufalo," (to cat like a
never be with those cold and timid souls who buffalo); "Non fare il passo piu lungo della
know neither victory nor defeat."
gamba," (Don't take a step longer than your
On a campus that is best known for its leg); "La supcrbia andd a cavallo c tom6 a
apathy, I have tried to be that man.
piedi," (Pride rode out on horseback and
At times I have felt the way that great came back on foot); "Andarc a singhiozzo,"
American statesman, Benjamin Franklin, (Togo by hiccups); "Cane non mangiacanc,"
must have fell that stormy day in 1755 when (A dog doesn't cat a dog); and "Ad oogni
he chased a small tornado for three-fourths mortc di papa," (Every death of a pope.)
The real Tom Lucente.
of a mile on horseback, repeatedly lashing
So long Wright State.

The Guardian is currently
accepting applications for t h e
position of

NEWS EDITOR
The Guardian n e e d s a confident,
experienced and knowledgeable person
to edit its NEWS section. Strong writing
and editing skills a r e a must. Knowledge
of A P style helpful. Stop by The
Guardian, 046 University Center, to fill
out an application. Call 873-2506 for
more information.
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1 on WSU movies

ADVENTURERS' GUILD
The WSU Adventurers' Guild
will be hosting its third annual
game fair Jan. 16 and 17. Game
Fair 93 will take placc at the
Nutter Center's McLin Gym, 10
a.m. to midnight Saturday and 10
a.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday.
This year's fair features an art
show, movie and Japanimation
rooms, vendors* area, costume
contest, miniatures painting contest and a charity auction to benefit A Special Wish Foundation.
A special seminar will be held
from noon to 4 p.m. on Sunday,
co-hosted by UCB, offering an
introduction to role playing for
persons who are interested but
have never had an opportunity to
It
play.
Another addition for Game
Fair 93 is special guest of honor,
By ERIC ROBINETTE
Staff Writer
Margaret Weis, co-author of Ihe
Dragonlance Series and The
Despite its title, the Fourth AnDarksword Trilogy, and a former
nual Big Lens Film Festival does
editor at TSR. Weis will be connot feature films about big lenses.
ducting a writer's workshop, coRather, it features movies made by
sponsored by the English DepartWright State film students. This
ment, at 2 p.m. Saturday, which
year's lineup offers three dramatic
will be free with paid admission
films, a documentary and an experito the Game Fair. The workshop
mental picture.
will also be open to those not
Epitaphs
attending the Game Fair. Cost is
Filmed largely in Dayton's
S3 for WSU students/staff/facWoodland Cemetery, Epitaphs
ulty and SS for the general public.
shows how two generations deal
Joshua WIntrlngham's film crew shoots an Interview with
Weis will also be playing a
with the sorrow of the death of othPleasant Hill resident In the Wright State-made
character in an original
ers and the imminence of their own
documentary, Pleasant Hill, U.S.A.
Dragonlance tournament dedeaths.
signed and game mastered by
The movie is the senior thesis of
paralysis. News footage and inter- Carrie Monin, Kim Sandrick and
Rich Warren.
graduate Marguerite Greiner, who
views with the townspeople and Wendy Meyer.
Game Fair attendants will be
wrote, edited, produced and directed
David Shawn Michael, the mancon- Still Ufe
it. Epitaphs stars Tony Dallas, Karl
Still Ufe is a black and while given the opportunity to role play
victcd of the crime, tell the story.
Bower, Andrew Templar and Susan
Joshua Wintringham directed film that tells the story of Aubrey, awith Weis, when the other charBlackwell.
and edited the film, UCB Cinema painter whocanm >t satisfy even him- acters for this tournament arc auc5-6-78
Chair David Hansen was the direc- self andfindshis life and work in a tioned off at the Charity Auction.
The title means May 6,1978 —
Registration fees arc S10 for
tor of photography andGretaTaskcr shambles. Such familiar Dayton lothe day a tragedy befell the family in
cations as Canal Street Tavcm, the entire weekend, which perserved as executive producer.
the film, which takes place on June
Memorial Hall and the Dayton Art mits participation in all events, or
Safe for the (>*one Layer
7, 1989 (6-7-89) as the characters
S3 per event. Prizes will be
This experimental film which Institute appear in the movie.
reflect on the events of 11 years Charlie Fineran Is a painter
Patrick Steele is the movie's awarded. For more information
played in last year's festival uses
earlier and tries to move on to a strv.ggling to overcome a
dance sequences, paintings and a writer, director and editor. Andrew contact Darin Brown at 698-5203.
brighter future.
creative block In Still Life
soundtrack of tape loops and sound B. Estevcz is the producer and the
For more information on
Tom Francis is the writer dilabites to create as writer, dircc lor and director of photography and David membership in the Adventurers'
tor, and editor ol the film aid Laura Kettering.
editor Robert Scott Lindcr terms it, H. Villers is the producer and pro- Guild contact Joe Grcssis at 298Dennings is the producer and direc- Pleasant Hill, U.S. A.
"a world based on atoms and cre- duction manager. The cast includes 5075. The Adventurers' Guild
tor of photographv. The cast ;nThe documentary of the festival, ative stimuli."
Charlie Fineran, Shannon Koob, meets every Friday evening at
cludcs Kieth Abney, Don Henke, this film examines the shooting that
The movie, which deals with Andrea Bendcwald and Jim
Teresa Abney, JasmineUndcrwood shocked Pleasant Hill.Ohio in 1990 forced conformity and various cul- VanBcbbcr —creatorof the student 6:30 p.m. in room 339 Milieu
Hall.
and WRGT-45 news anchor Ken and resulted in two deaths and a turcsof society, starsSam Meredith, film Deadheal at Dawn .

Pictures
showcase
work of
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Special P i g #

You're sitting at home with nothing to do. There's always
TV, but the shows seem so typical. You're bored. You want
to get out, to escape the familiar surroundings of your
home and experience something different. If this is you,
then this page is for you. Tear it from your copy of The
Guardian and save it so the next time you're stuck bored
at home you'll have some ideas of WHAT TO DO!
LISTINGS OF UPCOMING EVENTS IN MUSIC, THE ARTS, UCB AND MORE
Copy - Amy Rang Page Design & Graphics - Craig Barhorst

THE NUTTER CENTER
Jan. 14—WSU women's basketball vs Eastern
Jan. 30-Third Annual Miami Valley Basketball
Sat, Feb. 2Qst 8p.m.—Sophomore Recital with
Department of music performance schedule
llinois 7:30 p.m.
Fest 4:30,6:15 and 8:00 p.m.
All events occur In the Creative Arts Center unless Christopher Hammiel. trumpet and David Sapp,
Jan. /5-Dayton Dynamo vs. Harrisburg 7.30
Jan. 31—Dayton Dynamo vs. Detroit 1:35 p.m.
saxophone in the Conceit Hal
otherwise n o M .
Feb. 2— Me tallica 8 p.m.
TUBS , Feb. 23 st 12.30p.m.—Student Recital in thep.m.
Jan. J6—WSU men's
Feb. 5 8 6—U.S. Hot Rod
Concert Hal
Thurs., Jan. 14 at 12:30p.m.—Faculty Smorgasbord
Thundernationals 7:30 p.m.
in the Concert Hal
Thurs., Feb. 25—Student Recital in the Concert Hal basketball vs. Western
llinois
7:35
p.m.
Feb. 8-The Phantom ol the
Sat.,
Feb.
27
st
8p.m—Faculty
Recital
with
Richard
SUA. Jan. 17at 3p.m.—OMEA Honor Band and
Jan. 17— Dayton Dynamo vs
Opera (by Ken Hil) 7:30
Linn, violin in the Concert Hall
Choir in the Concert Hal
Kansas City 5:35 p.m.
Feb. 10 & 1 f—World Cup
Thurs., Jan. st 12:30 p.m.—
Sun., Feb. 28 at 3 p.m.—
Jan. 20—WSU women's
Figure Skating Champions
Student Recital in the Concert
University Symphony Band.
basketball vs. Western
on Ice 7:30
Jeffrey L. Traster, conductor,
llinois 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 14—The Wonderful
University Jazz Band. Karl
W»J., Jan. 27 at 7 p.m. Faculty
Jan. 23—WSU men's
World of Horses staring the
Woodwind Quintet witti Jackson
Sievers, conductor in the Concert
basketball
vs.
Eastern
Illinois
7:35
p.m.
Royal
Lipizzaner
Stallions
2:00 and 6:00 p.m.
Hjfl
Leung, piano; Laura WalterFeb. /^-Emerson, Lake, & Palmer 7:30 p.m.
Tues., Mar. 2 st 8p.m.—Senior Jan. 25—WSU men's basketball vs. Youngstown
Lafces,flute;Susan Bscheid,
State 7:35 p.m.
Feb. 17—A Chorus Lint 7:30 p.m.
oboe; Randal Paul, darinet;
Recital with Arcfith Bonham,
Jan. 27—WSU men's basketball vs. Cleveland
Feb. 21—Supper Sloppy Double Dare 2 p.m.
Jacqueline Henderson, bassoon;
soprano in the Concert Hal
State 7:35 p.m.
Feb. 28—World Wrestling Federation 1:30
Thurs.. Mar. 4 st 12:30 p.m.—
and Lisa Hancock, horn at Books
Mar. 30,31 & Apr. 1—Jesus Christ Superstar7:30
Student Recital in the Concert Hal Jan. 29—Steven Wright 7:30 p.m.
4 Co.
Thurs., Jan. 28 st 12:30 p.m.—
Sun., Mar. 7 at 3p.m.—University
Student Recital in the Recital
Concert Band. Sam Reynolds,
ARTS, ARTISTS & THEATRE
conductor. University Brass
Choir, Karl Sievers. conductor in the Concert Hall
Toes, Feb. 2 at 8p.m.—Chamber Orchestra.
Winter 1993 Student Galleries Exhibition Schedule Artist Series and WSU Theatre Performances
Wliam Steinohrt. conductor Faculty String Quartet Mon., Mar. 8at8p.iv.—University/Community
Orchestra, Richard Linn, conductor; Concerto
with Richard Linn, violin; Beth Sievers, violin; Judi
Artist Series
Peter Ersenman and Frank Gehry: The Venice
Smith, vWa; and Sarah Shifted, cello in the Concert Night Soloists Christopher Weddle, trumpet and
Sun., Jan. 21 at 7 p.m.—
Blennale— Dec. 13-Jan. 22
Deriise Carter, violin in the Concert Hall
Hal
Hymnondy of Earth, Malcom
Carol Keiber's Fal, 1992 sculpture class—Jan. 11-17
Thurs., Feb. 4 st 12:30 p.m.—Student Recital in the Tues., Mar. 9 at 12:30p.m.—Student Recital in the
Dalgish, hammer dulcimer,
Mchael Good son, Installation-Jan. 18-31
Concert Hal
Concert Hal
voice; Glenn Velez, hand
Theafre department, design technology—Feb. 1-7
Thurs., Fab. 9st 12:30p.m.—Student Recital. Phi Tues., Mar. 9 at 8p.m.—University Chamber
percussion; Bloomington
David
Schultz,
Drawings
and
Prints—opening
Feb.
9
Mu Alpha and Sigma A^jha Iota in the Concert Hal Orchestra, Wiliam Steinohrt, conductor, Jackson
Youth Choir, Maty Goetze,
from 5:30-7:00 p.m.. Feb. 8-14
Leunge, piano in the Concert Hall
Thurs., Feb. 11 at 12:30p.m.—Student Recital in the
conductor in the Creative Arts
Beth Ellis, Evelyn Brady, Jennifer Slack; Drawings.
Thurs., Mar. 11 at 12:30p.m.—Student Recital in the
Recital Hal
Center Concert Hall
Fri., Feb. 12at 8p.m.—Junior Recital with Hillary Concert Hal
Paintings and Photographs—Feb. 15-21
Thurs.. Feb. 18at6p.m.—Kodo: Japanese Percussion
Thurs., Mar. 11 at 8p.m.—Vocal Jazz Ensemble, Melonle Dutridge and Renee Hopson, Sculpture.
Koogler, percussion in the Concert Hal
Ensemble at Memorial Hall in downtown Dayton
Mary MichenleMer, conductor in the Concert Hal
Sat., Feb. 13* 3p.m.—Dayton Philharmonic
Wed., Mar. 10 at 8 p.m.—Mitchell-Ruff Duo, Dwike
Prints and Paintings—Feb. 22-28
Fri, Mar. 12a! 7p.m.—University Jan Band. Karl Uta Schenk, Alisa Cho, Connie Weber; Drawing,
Junior String Orchestra, Xiao Guang Zhu,
Mitchell, pianoand Willie Ruff, double bass, French
Sievers, conductor in the Concert Hall
conductor in the Concert Hall
horn in the Creative Arts Center Concert Hall
Printmaking and Painting—Mar. 1-7
Sun., Feb. 14 at 8 p.m.—Faculty Recital with LauraSat.. Mar. (3 affl p.m.—University Chorus, James
Arron Wilson and Anita Tresslar, Prints. Paintings
Tipps, conductor; University Chamber Singers,
Waller-Lakes,fli*ein the Concert Hall
WSU Theatre
and Drawings—Mar. 8-14
Toes., Feb. 16 at 12:30 p.m.—Student Recital in the Madrigal Singers, Hank Dahlman, conductor in the
For more information on these produdions, contact the
Elaine Wallace and Rick Hughes. Sculpture and
Concert Hal
Concert Hal
theatre box office.
Prints-Mar. '15-21
Thurs., Feb. 18 at 12:30p.m.—Student Recital in Sun,
the Mar. 14 at 3p.m.—Senior Recital w9h Kristi
Chynoweyth, darinet in the Concert Hall
Ohio Selections: African-American Artists of
Concert Hal
Jan. 28 through Feb. 7—Noises Off
Ohio—Apr. l6Jun. 13
Feb. 25 through Mar. 7—Children of a Lesser God

H

THE UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD SCHEDULE
•Wright State Cinema
For more information about events listed call UCB
at 873-2329. For events requiring registration,
UC Box Office. Departs at 10:30fromthe Rike Lot. Films are shown in 116 Health Sciences Building.
Office.two per ID. Vans depart Rike Lot at 6 p.m.
register in 048 UC.
Mon., Feb. 8-Photography contest open to all WSU Fri., Mar 5 at 7p.m —Casino and Karaoke Night in Tickets are $1.50 for WSU students, $2.50 lor staff
** Designates free admission with WSU ID, $2 for
the UC Cafeteria."
students with ID and validation card. There are
and faculty and $3 for others. Thursday showings are
others.
Tues., Mar. 9 at 7p.m.—'Thinking Squkl performs in at 10 p.m.. Friday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 7 p.m.
categories in both color and Black & White
photography. Photos must be submitted by 5 p.m. on the Rathskeller.
Tues. Jan. 19 at 8 p.m.—comedienne Mary EllenFeb. 8 First prize is $100.
Thurs. and Fri., Jan. 14 & 15-BloodSimple
Hooper in the UC Cafeteria. "
Tues., Feb. 9 at 8 p.m. in the UC Upper Hearth •Video
Sun., Jan 17—Say Amen, Somebody
Sun,Jan 17,24, and31 at noon in the UCCaleteria- Lounge—Dave Coleman presents a seminar on
Thurs. and Fri., Jan. 21 & 22—Down by Law
R-U-Game Registration required.
Al videos arefreeon the big screen in the Rathskeller. Sun., Jan 24—Stairway to Heaven
creative deling.
Tues., Jan. 2&-Road tripto theFunny Bone. TicketsThurs., Feb. 11 at 7 p.m. in the Rathskeilor —
Showing times are Tuesdays at 5 p.m., Wednesdays Thurs. and Sun., Jan. 28 4 31—Big Lens Film Festival
are $13 at the UC Box Office. Dinner is induded
at noon. Thursdays at 11 a.m and Fridays 16 p.m.
Coffeehouse with open stage.
(Films by WSU students)
Departs at 4 p.m. from the Rike Visitor Lot.
Sat. Feb. 13 at 10:30 a.m. in 041 UC.-Chess
Thurs. and Fri., Feb. 4 & 5—6oyz N the Hood
Thurs., Jan. 28p.m.—Mck Powers. DJ. Dance in the Tournament. Registration required.
Addams Family —Jan 11-15
Sun., Feb. 7—Rodrigo D No Future
UC Cafeteria."
Wed.,Feb. 17at8p.m.—Ricky Walter performs in theBatman Returns —Jan 18-28
Thurs. and Fri., Feb. 11 & 12— The Trial
Sat, Jan. 30at JOa m —Billiards Tournament in the UC Cafeteria.
Wayne's World—Jan 25-29
Sun., Feb. 14—Rome: Open City
UC Billiards Room. Registration required.
Thurs., Feb. 25 at 7p.m. in the UC Cafeteria.—BattleClass Act—Feb. 1-5
Thurs. and Fri., Feb. 18 & 19—My Own Private Idaho
Mon. 8 Tues., Feb. 18 2at6p.m.—EuchreToumement
of theBrndt. Bands interested in competing should My Girl-Feb. 8-12
Sun., Feb. 21-Ceddo
in the UC Faculty Dinning Room. Registration
Cry Freedom —Feb. 15-19
contact UCB."
Thurs 4 Fri., Feb. 254 26—Return oftheSecaucus 7
required.
Sun.. Feb. 28—Road trip to the Omni Max Theatre Patriot Games—Feb. 22-26
Sun., Feb. 28-Jonah Who WiilBe25in the Year2000
Fri., Feb. 5—Hockey Road Trip to see the Dayton in Cincinnati, the Museum ol Natural History and the Alien Z-Mar. 1-5
Thurs. and Fri., Mar. 4 4 5—Gas Food Lodging
Bombers play Toledo. Tickets are $6 at the UC Box Historical Society Museum. Tickets are $11at the Lethal Weapon 3—Mar. 8-12
Sun., Mar. 7—Weekend
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it's potent stuff

ROWDrS RATING

••••

EXCELLENT

I
By CHRIS
i JJOSEPH,
O S E P H , Associate
Associa W r i t e r
Last year was ihc year of major rap groups
The latest
splitting up and journeying on to solo projects.
member to leave
Gcto Boys members all released solo projects,
with Willie Dcc breaking off altogether. The 3rd
N.W.A., Dr. Dre
Bass members went separate ways with M.C.
(pictured left) has
Serch immediatelyreleasinga solo product Brand
launched his own
Nubian frontman Grand Puba dcfectcu from the
label. "Death Row
group. Main Source frontman Large Professor left
after chanting twice onrecord"Main Source forRecords," to help
ever y'all."
promote new acts.
N.W.A/s new synonym should be "No Way
The Cronic is the
Asshole" as all the members of the successful
label's first release,
group have left co-founder and "owner" of the
group Eazy-E. Much controversy has surrounded
done by the Dr.
the split—with bad feelings, lawsuits and bickerhimself.
ing. The latest member to leave. Dr. Drc, has
formed his own label. Death Row Records.
issues include "The Day the Niggaz Took Over," addressing
Therealpurpose of Dre's label is to produce the outrage of the L. A.riots,the letting off of the cops involved
new acts. But to start it offright,he's releasingand the tearing up of neighborhoods blacks live in.
his own project, The Cronic. The name comes
"LiP Ghetto Boy" talks of a guy in trouble for murder and
from an especially potent strain of marijuana. sent to prison only to find things harder when he gets out. It
Dre's new album is definitely potent. His talent reflects the times, when people feel they need to shoot somebody
as producer shines through on The Chronic. The to prove their worth. Of course there's plenty of boasting, humor
beats and songs flow together
_____
and sex in this album.
like tunning water, but each
,
The Death Row inbeats
and
songs
flow
songkcepsitsdistinctiveflava.
mates trade lines freThe Death Row "inmates" in
together like running water... quently with Snoop
elude Shoop Doggy Dogg, whowe
we •
Doggy Dogg's unusual
first heard on the tide song for the
rap style, almost stealing
movie Deep Cover, which Drerecorded.Also the spotlight away from Dre. This gives the album more of a
included are RBX, Jewell, Rage, That Nigga Daz, collaborative feel than of a solo artist's work. The lyricists all
Emmageand Kurupt Also down with the group is have different styles with femalerapperJewell shining through
the D.O.C., whose debut LP, No one Can Do ItthercsLOverall, the album is put together well, with more than
Better, went platinum. Dre is also directing videoshalf songs hiuin*. A fe w comedy sketches throw in added humor.
for all of his groups.
1recommendthis LP for rap fans who like the hard core
The Cronic's musical experience leaves an flava. N.W.A. and Ice Cube fans might even enjoy this, but
avid rap listener satisfied with the hardcore they will miss the angry altitude and faster pace of those LPs.
genre's future. Dre, unlike his former group, Chill and bump in yourride"Let Me Ride," "B—chcs Ain't
doesn'trelyon the shock value of lyrics to create Shit," "F—k Wit Drc Day (and Everybody's Cclebratin'),"
controversy. The topics do get racy at times, but "Rat-Tat-Tat-Tat," "Stranded on Death Row" and the dope
most often there is a purpose involved. Serious first single "Nuthin' But a 'G' Thang."
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place a classified in
The Guardian Classifieds
call 873-2505 for
more information

Submarine Jiouse
3899 Germany Lane

SUB FREE

429-3721
We Deliver All Day

Buy 1/2 Sub At Regular
Price And Receive
A Second 1/2 Sub
WE DELIVER-

Open Sunday
4:00 to 10:00

$3.79
Limit

MON-WED 10-9 THURS 10-10
FRI-SAT 10-11 p.m
One coupon per customer per visit
Expires: May 31.1993
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Reservoir Dogs • • • • •

Here is thefirstgreat
film to open in
Dayton in 1993.
Writer-director
QucniinTarantino's
stunning debut
about a jewel heist
gone wrong bums itself into the memory with
thrilling camerawork, bone-chilling violence,
surprisingly hilarious black humor and a great cast
including Harvey Kcilcl, Tim Roth and Michael
Madscn. (Eric Robinettc) Playing at the New Neon

Scent of a Woman • • •
With its prohibitive length of two-and-a-half
hours and its script that dissolves into sentiment,
sitting through this movie is bit of a chore.
However, thanks to fantastic performances by
Chris O' Donnel and A1 Pacino, it is a very
entertaining chore. (Eric Robinettc)

Blood Simple • • • • •
The Coen brothers (Raising Arizona, Barton Fink)
are gods, and this is thefilmwhich brought them
deification. This is what a violent thriller should
be. (Scott Copeland) Playing Thursday at 10p.m.
and Friday at 8 p.m. in 116 Health Sciences

Say Amen, Somebody • • • • •
This movie is a positively rousing documentary on
gospel music. What? You're not into gospel music?
I never was until I saw thefilm,which should set the
mostreluctantfoot a' tapping. (Eric Robineue)
Playing Sunday at 7 p.m. in 116 Health Sciences

The Addams Family • •
The movie plays like a 90 minute coming
attractions tape. 11 is sporadically funny, but there's .
no plot and no pace, so it left me empty. (Scott
Copeland) Playing this week on video in the Rat

AUDITIONS
Paramount Parks, formerly Kings Productions, is holding
auditions for our 1993 season at Paramount's Kings Island in
Cincinnati, Ohio. A variety of positions are available including
singers, dancers, comic actors, instrumentalists, technicians, and
specialty acts of all types! Come join the fun!
COLUMBUS, O H
Friday, February 5, 1993
Ohio State University, Hughes 013
6 - 8 p.m. Singers, Actors, Instrumentalists,
Specialty Acts, Technicians
CINCINNATI, O H
Saturday and Sunday, February 6
and 7, 1993
Paramounfs Kings Island,
American Heritage Music Hall
11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Singers, Actors,
Specialty Acts, Technicians
1-2 p.m. Dancers
1:30-3 p.m. Instrumentalists

'

BREAKS
PRICES FOR STAY-NOTPER NIGHT'

SOUTH
PADRE ISLAND
5 .100 7 NIGHTS
DAYTON
A BEACH
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
PANAMA CITY BEACH
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
STEAMBOAT
2. 5 AND 7 NIGHTS
MUSTANG ISLAND /
POUT ARANSAS
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
HILTON HEAD ISLAND
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
FORT LAUDERDALE
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

For additional dates and information call
Paramount's Kings Island 1 -513-398-5600
Paramount Porks 1-800-544-5464

KINGS ISLAND

12th Annual
Party!
T0U FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

PARAMOUNT S CAROWINDS
PARAMOUNT S KINGS DOMINION

1-800-321-5911
I
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Jazz Down Under moves into the Shade
By K I M B E R L Y B I R D
Staff W r i t e r
Jan Gabbcrt, chair o f the classics
department, will shift her musical
works closer to campus this quarter
with Jazz in the Shade at Shades o f
Jade beginning Jan. 21.
Gabbcrt will organize jazz performances to lake place every Thursday from 5 to 9 p.m. The performances will be similar to Jazz at the
Center which, due to budget cuts,
moved to Charlie's Restaurant in
downtown during the fall quarter.
The 9eries also changed its name to
Jazz Down Under. This additional
jazz series w i l l bring top notch local
jazz bands closer to campus.
The performances will be similar to the those performed at
Charlie's, but they w i l l be earlier in
the evenings and on Thursdays.
"People arc invited to come in

How do you
spell stress?
Some top causes of stress and how to avoid them.

^

and have fun. N o pressure to buy
dinner, no cover, no minimum, no
requirement, no admission." Gabben said. "Only quality jazz."
Gabbcrt feels a large advantage
of the new jazz series is that it'scarly
in the evening and on the way home.
She hopes to get more Wright State
involvement
"The music starts at 5 p j n . right
after work. So it's got to be happening," Gabbert said.
Tony Peh, manager of Shades of
Jade, said a happy hour will take
place each Thursday from 5 to 7
p.m. featuring drink specials and
complimentary hors d'ocuvres.
Peh is hoping to bring more culture to the area with the Jazz in the
Shade series.
" I ' m hoping to draw jazz lovers
or any one who enjoys good music.
I ' d like to see a nice lively crowd in
here on Thursdays," Peh said.

Everyone from faculty to students is welcome to attend the performances. Peh hopes Jazz in the
Shade w i l l create a place for o f jazz
lovers to come together and enjoy a
nice environment, good music and
good food.
" I ' m literally making it so anyone can come," Peh said. "We're
having two seating areas, one for
those having only drinks a i d one for
our regular dinner customers. Both
areas w i l l be good for enjoying the
performance."
Peh went on to say he doesn't
wantstudents to be scared off.thinking Shades of Jade w i l l be expensive. "Our dinner prices are reasonable, with an average dinner costing
between $5.75 and $8.95," Peh said.
" I want students to come and enjoy
the jazz. And we don't frown on
guests coming in just to have drinks
or a cup o f coffee."

Here's Why
So Many Wright State
Students Shop At

ocial isolation

^

igid body
—

Physical tension
causes elevated heart rate and
blood pressure. Relax your
body. Breathe deeply, exercise,
go limp for 30 seconds.
^
motions
y repressed
Express your
feelings. Don't pretend to be
jolly if you're not. Be honest.

f-neglect
Don't overdo. Take
breaks. Get enough rest. Eat
right. Spend time doing
something you enjoy.

sory overload
Avoid too much of a
good thing. Take some quiet
time each day for yourself.
SOURCE Grand Forks Herald (N O );
United Hospital. St Paul. Minn

ments, it's a friendly-looking place.
Both the jazz series at Shades o f
Jade and Charlie's are excellent locations that foster wonderful environments."
According to Gabbert, many o f
the skills she instills in her students
arc skills she has used to create the
jazz series.
"The secret to putting something like this on is to think o f
whatit looks likeafterwards. Imagine walking through the event and
visualizing how it should run. I f
there's something you don't know,
find someone who docs research."
Gabbert said. *
Currently, Gabbert has no plans
for the future o f the series, but she
said it wouldn't surprise her i f it
continued to grow.
" I shall seize opportunities as
they present themselves." Gabbcrt
said.

SPRING
BREAK CASH
STUDENTS
Earn extra cash
by donating
your urgently needed plasma at

Don't withdraw- find
social support. Be with people
you enjoy, not just those you
feel you "should" be with.

•"T"* hinking
I
unroalistically
Avoid unrealistic
expectations and demands
on yourself. Make rational
plans. Set priorities.

With Jazz Down Under and Jazz
in the Shade, Gabbert's once-amonth jazz series not only leaped off
campus, but is growing by leaps and
bounds.
" I want it (additional jazz series)
to grow as big as it can. I don't have
time to actively pursue i t I ' m not in
the business of doing that," Gabbcrt
said. "But I ' m willing and able to
seize opportunities. And when opportunities knock at the door, one
ought to answer."
A growing demand for quality
jazz performances around the area is
something Gabbcrt said she sees as
quite possible.
"Dayton isapotential jazz Mecca
for the midwest As far as local
groups go. there's a lot happening
with jazz." Gabbert said. "Visitors
always hit downtown Dayton when
they come through, and with Main
Street and other visual improve-

• the College Store has the best textbook prices and
largest selection of used books.
• the College Store buys back books anytime.
• the College Store has a complete selection of school
supplies, clothing, backpacks and calculators.
• the College Store has lots of convenient parking just
across the streetfromW.S.U. next to Chi-Chi's.
2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy 513-427-3338

£> plasma alliance
"People Helping People*
Won -THJK. 6 3 0 a m . - 8 3 0 p m

?ri 6:30 a.m. - 600 pjn.
SO. • Son. 8:00 «Jn. - 300 pm
CALL FO« INFO: 224-1973

a
105 E. Hewn* St.
—*3=*Deylon. Otuo
RTABut22
RT4
10 Requfeo.
Proof of Age

PIZZA AND BEER MINI LEAGUE
NOW FORMING!!
Thursday 8:30 PM
!a

Starts: Jan. 14, 1993
4 Bowlers Per Team
(any combination - men and women)

$8. 0 0

Per week
Per person

Each team receives:
3 games of bowling each
Large PIZZA delivered to your lane
Pitcher of BEER or your choice of SOFT DRINK
Automatic easy scoring
League Awards
Statistic service
Loads of Fun!!
fy*"
«23C

Pd.

426-6771

90V/L

You can t a r n u p t o $150/montti or m o r e !
We are attfe to accomodate your<*vaniz*lon»
NEW DONORS:
5 times W'tn.n 21 days •
J20.S20. $15. JiS.$?5
REGULAR DONORS
110*149 IPs. . $15
150-174 IBS . $16
175IOS or mo'C » $17

» ' «n nouvmdi'momhi

E«*nple: Upto$150 perrjflent
x 21 Students
S3151
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WSU reflects on national championship season
By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor
When compiling a list of accomplishments the men's basketball team has achieved in its history, most Wright State students
might be surprised upon reaching
number one.
No, it's not the state-of-the-art
Ervin J. Nutter Center or its membership into the Mid-Continent
Conference which awards an automatic bid into the NCAA
postseason play. No, it's not even
the Raiders' jump into Div. I.
The moment that ranks above
them all is Wright Stale's national
championship.
National championship? Most
students aren't aware of the Raiders title at the Div. II level, but this
season Wright State celebrates the
10-year anniversary of the accomplishment that capped ofT the 198283 season.
"Anytime you win a national
championship, that ranks ahead of
everything else," said WSU coach
Ralph Underbill, who guided the
Raiders to the championship. "The
national championship is why the
Nutter Center is here."
In his successful coaching career, Underbill has taken a high
school team to the state championship in Kentucky.and helped guide
the University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga to a national championship and a runner-up finish as an
assistant coach.
He did it again in 1983 with the

Ralph Underbill
help of possibly the best Wright
State team to set foot on the court.
"Div. II had 180-plus schools.
To say that you were the best in that
division on that evening, it's
tough," Underhill said. "They were
a great bunch of guys. It was a big
thrill."
That 1983 team won 28 games
and lost four (17-3 in the Physical
Education Building, 11-1 on the
road) and capped the season with a
92-73 drubbing of District of Columbia in the championship game.
"This team kind of sneaked up
on everybody. We just kept winning," said Underhill, whose team
won 16 of its last 17 games. The
only blemish was a 71-55 loss to
Louisville at Freedom Hall. Not
bad considering the Cardinals
reached the NCAA Final Four that

year.
"We had good depth and talent
at all the positions," Underhill said,
adding the players still keep in
touch. "They adjusted to play every way and anyway they had to
win the game. They were diverse
individuals, but they blended together well."
The mix resulted in a national
championship — a feeling of excitement that never fades.
"I remember all the players and
all the good times. Now we want to
get into Div. 1 and make a good
showing," Underhill said. "If you
have that competitive fire in you
and it burns, you can get there. A
national championship is an awesome thing. It'sa great thing for the
campus and your program."
The Raiders might not bring
home a national championship this
year, but qualifying for the NCAA
tourney would create the same enthusiasm as the 1983 team.
"The excitement and intensity
was so high. That pushed us over
the top. They were exciting times,"
Underhill said. "I was glad to be
the coach and be a pan of it. I owe
all my success to my assistant
coaches and all the players. No one
individual can make it a success."
But during the course of one
weekend, the 1983 Raiders made
Wright Stale a success.
"That weekend you had to win
the semifinals and final," Underbill said. "It's intense. It provided
some great memories for kids who
put some sweat on the gym floor."

WSU brushes Dayton aside in sweep
By ROBB ERVIN
Associate Writer
Another weekend, another
sweep for Wright State.
The men's wheelchair basketball team tipped its winning streak to
10games, defeating the Dayton Rollers in a weekend doubieheader.
In the first game, Wright State
(11-7) used a balanced attack to
outplay the Rollers 50-37.
John Gould scored 18pointsand
grabbed fourreboiffKls. Bill Kennedy
and senior Todd Cox added 14points
and eight points, respectively. They
also added seven rebounds each.
In the second game, the Raiders
fell behind 22-18 in thefirsthalf, but
roared back in the second to outscore
Dayton 31-19. The Raiders kept up

the intensity, winning 49-41.
Fatigue set in for the Rollers in
the second half, something WSU
coach Andy Krieger counted on.
"Over the course of one game,
you can pretty much pace yourself,"
Krieger said. "But we got into a
transition game and their arms
weren't conditioned. They got tired
and couldn't shoot I thought our
conditioning was superior to theirs.
We executed our game plan for the
most part, and we just played a
smarter ball game."
Gould poured in 21 points and
added six boards, while Cox had 10
points and ninereUunds, but Krieger
doesn't like toreflecton individual
accomplishments.
"It's a team effort, that's what's
important," Krieger said. "The

team's starting to play pretty well
together, we're competitive. All the
guys are contributing."
The Raiders were scheduled to
play Kentucky on Jan. 16, but it had
to forfeit for National Wheelchair
Basketball Association violations.
The Thoroughbreds failed to pay
fines levied against them over the
past two seasons. Any team playing
Kentucky would be fined, so the
Raiders receive two wins by forfeit
With the cancellation, the Raiders will use this weekend to prepare
for the Temple University Tournament on Jan. 23-24.
"It's going to be a good test for
us," Krieger said. "We're picking
up momentum and our confidence
is on the rise."
And so is the winning streak.

Phe»o bw Rraq Billing

WSU point guard Mark Woods set the career assist mark
Jan. 6 against Chicago State, when he fed Jason Smith
for a slam in the Raiders' 136-91 win. Woods has 589
assists In his career, bettering the mark of 571 set by
Lenny Lyons.
The Raiders (8-4 overall, 1-1 in the Mid-Con) opened
conference play Jan. 9 at Valparaiso with a 92-78 win.
They suffered their first Mid-Con loss Jan. 11 as IllinoisChicago stunned WSU with an 85-82 comeback win.

Raider roundup

After low finishes in the
Spcedo Cup Invitational, both
swimming teams are again making waves. The men (4-1) defeated Wisconsin-Green Bay
126-79 on Jan. 8, while the
women (4-2) also came away
with a win over the Phoenix,
134-96.
In the Speedo Invite, the men
finished third out of four and the
womenfinishedfourth out of six
teams. The Raiders next four
meets are on the road, beginning
Jan. 15 at Ohio. The next home
meet is Jan. 30.
After playing a lough nonconference schedule, Wright
States' women'sbaskciballteam
is finding out t^c league isn't a

cakewalk, either.
TheWSU Raiders dropped
their first two Mid-Continent
Conference games, suffering
setbacks to Valparaiso (70-68)
and Illinois-Chicago (64-45).
WSU's Peggy Yingling led
the Raiders in scoring and rebounding for both games by
scoring 16 points and grabbing
14 re bounds agai nst Valpo, and
dumping in 12 points and pull
ing down 12 boards against the
Flames.
With the losses, the Raiders
arc 3-8 overall and 0-2 in the
Mid-Con. The Raiders host
Eastern Illinois on Jan. 14 before hitting the road for two
more league games.
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Coming to America: Wright State
student having a bloody good time
"I was surprised I started the last Nationals.
The International Rotary Club
game. One week, you can be the ninth
man off the bench and the next you can brought him to the United Stales, starting
his
education
in American basketball.
be
surting,"said
Heniman,
who
admitAs high school ckaws lo i close,
"The practices are so much more
many students we in doubt aboui then- ted te teammates still kid him about his
future pUns. Bui thai wasn't the case for accent "You can lose your starting spot intense," Herriman said "They play 110
DelmeHenimsn.Heknewexactlywhat in one week, so you have to stay on your percent all the time and you practice all
he wanted lo do—play basketball and toes aid don't let it gel to your head" the lime. Thai's the main difference. In
That's something Herriman hasn't England you practice two or three times
visit another world
Herriman, a fcrwaid on the Wright let happen. "I knew 1 was going to a week. College is so much more physical
redshirt
my freshman year. I knew my compared to high school. I'm always
Stale men's basketball team, received
the chance lo do both when he became playing timewas going to be limited and learning everyday something new."
One thing he has learned is the bena foreign exchange student from En- Ijust tried toplay as hard as Icould toget
efits ofconditioning. Due to lack of facili as much time," he said
gland
Since the age of IS, Herriman knew lies in England most players aren't able
"Basketball here is like another
world Like in England it's just not he wanted to attend school in the United lo run, lift or work on other parts of their
professional. Ihey have theprofessional Stales. High school students in England game. But Herriman credits the Amerilevel, but it's not professional (like the graduate at age 16, leaving them with can system with molding him into a better
United States)," said the 6-7 freshman.their future plans or in Heniman's case player.
"I was always the younger guy look"Even in the college level Cm the U.S.)
"I was a little nervous when I left ing up to people (in England)," he said
we have people stretch out before practice. It's just little things like Out. In home, but basketball wise I wasn't ner- "Every time I go home now, I get a Utile
England, our professionals don't ga vous because I knew that's where the morerespect.A lot of people thought if
competition was aid I knew I'd be all they just went to America and played
treated Ike this."
Aral Herriman, who has trokm into right," said Herriman, who was offered high school basketball, they would autoDiv. I scholarships from Villmova, Ak- matically come back better. A lot of
lion. The Wittoea, England, native has ron, Ohio, Miami (OH) and Tennessee. people never came back better. Some
Ptwio by Magan Jorgantoo
Herriman also participated on evencameback worse. You have to work
aanedlhelaslfourgamesfarWSU and
has scored in double figures each game. England's 19-under National Team, while you are there. You have to woikfor Wright Stat* redshirt freshman
competing with33other countries in Ihe everything and the improvements will
•merged as a force for theRaiders this season.
European Youth Olympics and Junior come."
fint «an cane as a saprise.

By GREG BILLING
Sports Editor

YOUR WRIGHT STATE DINING SERVICES
5

WARRIOR
WAGON

Hours 10:30 am - 3:00 pm

4Vv

Vtlfy

Different one
each week.
•^

In the Basement of Millett

a

Veggie Lovers, Pepperoni Lovers...

rhshede
VjzJf \

Check out our expanded
new menu items.
BEER IS HERE!
Domestic, Import, and
Draft

aheJiy <3l/i/uidm
A wide variety of
PASTRIES, DONUTS, and More
All Oven Fresh

A\arrio1l
I
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Rowdy Raider gets attitude adjustment
By JEREMY DYER
Assistant Sports Editor
" I enjoy doing it. It's a lot of
fun. There's a lot to it I didn't
expect, a lot of physical work. I
have to keep myself in good shape.
I've signed quite a few autographs
and had a lot of pictures taken."
No, these words didn't come
from Wright State basketball
standouts Bill Edwards or Mark
Woods. They came from Wright
Staie'sown he 1 meted hero in hunter
green and gold. Rowdy Raider.
In hisseventh season as WSU's
mascot. Rowdy has unveiled a new
image and new bag of tricks he
accumulated in the off-season. Perhaps the most obvious change in
Rowdy is his beard, which has been
dyed a brighter orange.
"It goes along with my new
attitude," Rowdy said.
Some of the new stunts Rowdy
has showcased this year were
learned at the Middle Tennessee
State mascot camp. There alongWith a new bag of tricks, Wright State mascot Rowdy
side the Louisianna State Tiger and
Bouncer and Pouncer from Mem- Raider gives the WSU faithful more reasons to cheer.
phis State, Rowdy learned the do's
and don'ts ot being a successful
mascot
Much of his training comes
from rememberinghisCOSTUME,
an acronym for Constant motion,
Offer assistance to cheerleaders.
Stay in costume, Take advantage
of situation. Utilize natural abilities, Make sure you take care of
yourself, and be Enthusiastic.
" I f the mascot can get the

crowd's attention it can only help
the team and the whole program,"
he said.
Rowdy didn *t wait long to show
off his new attitude. At the men's
basketball season opener at Kentucky, he brought a big ball of yam
for the Kentucky Wildcat. The
Kentucky mascot had the last laugh
though.
"We had a wrestling match at
halfdme and it appeared that I had

won," Rowdy said. "Then I started
lifting his arm and he did his 'Hulk
Hogan' thing. He did a back handspring and started whipping up on
me."
Rowdy said it's usually the
home team's mascot that ends up
on top. At Ohio State he lost a
quick basketball game against
Brutus Buckeye. "We played for a
second and he banked a three. He
didn't call it and you're supposed

to call your banks."
Rowdy attempted his own
three-pointer but missed.
"The cheerleaders gave me a
hard lime. I heard about it all the
way home."
The antics at the Nutter Center
have also increased. At the USAir
classic in December, Rowdy was
supposed to referee a mascot game
at halflimc. But instead of handing
the ball off to be inbounded, Rowdy
took off down the court for a layup.
It would have been perfect, but he
missed that shot too.
" I got razzed pretty hard about
missing it."
Rowdy's halfcourt hookshot
attempts haven't done much better; at last count he's two for 12.
Rowdy had some other plans
for the season but none have panned
out. He wanted to set the
cheerleader's megaphones up like
bowling pins and then slide into
them but the idea was vetoed because of the risk to the equipment
and possibly the mascot himself. A
shock to Raider fans is that Rowdy
also wants to team up with UD's
mascot Rudy Flyer.
"We tried to contact each other
and work together but the athletic
departments have been kind of
iffy," he said. "We're working on it
and I hope we come up with something before the end of the season."
Beyond his desire to bring the
WSU crowd to its feet. Rowdy's
goal is to be recognized as one of
the best mascots in the country by
the cheerleading association.

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
NEW HOURS - WINTER QUARTER
MONDAY - THURSDAY
8:30 -12:00 & 1:00 -5:30
FRIDAY
8:30 -12:00 & 1:00 -5:00
873-2552

"By Jan. 27 I have to submit a
tape to try to qualify for the nationals. That would be my most proud
moment to be the number one mascot in the entire country. That would
be something not only for myself
but for the university.," he said.
Highlights of the tape include a
clip of Rowdy with Dick Vitale
when the sports announcer visited
WSU in November.
"He said, 'Go Raiders' and then
I rubbed his bald head," Rowdy
laughed.
As for men' s basketball, Rowdy
is a little disappointed in the season, saying that WSU could have
beat Ohio State and should have
beat Miami. Still, he has hopes for
the rest of the season.
"Idon'tseeWrightState losing
more than five max on the whole
season. I really think they'll make
it to postseason play. I'll bet my
left hom on i t "
Men's basketball won't have a
monopoly on Rowdy's time. He
says he wants to be seen at more
sporting events this year.
"There won't be one sport I
won't be at at least once. I think
the other teams deserve as much
recognition as men's basketball."
Despite all of his far-reaching
plans for himself and for all of
WSU sports. Rowdy's final message is to the fans.
"Wright State's programs can
only be as good as fans let them
be," he said. "Be a great crowd and
be rowdy about i t That's why I'm
there."

WSU hosts
kids' play

The Wright State baseball team
will be hosting three Kids' Nite
Out events for kids 8-15 years old,
to raise money for the annual baseball spring trip.
Activities scheduled include
volleyball, soccer, wiffleball,
kickball, dodgeball, racqueiball,
ping pong, swimming, jump rope,
gymnastics and movies.
Food and refreshments will be
available for purchase.
The events, chaperoned by
WSU baseball players, coaches and
wives, will be held at WSU's Physical Education building Saturday,
Jan. 16 from 5-10 p.m.; Friday,
Jan. 29from6-11 p.m. and Friday,
Feb. 12 from 6-11 p.m. Advanced
registration is S7 in advance or S10
at the door. Family rales are also
available. Kids should bring gym
clothes, swimsuit, towel and a lock.
For more information call 8733668, 873-2771 or 223-1285 ext.
311.
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CLASSIFIEDS

Q GENERAL
r u n nni r • "»nl irampoiino 1W n«ra>
only $25 Cat Ktren at 294-2379 after
7:30 p.m. or on weekends
Plan*tick*!for sale. Daylon • St. Louis LA, oneway good before 1/28 $140 or
negouiWe. Please call 878-7219. aik for
Fnna or McM.

HELP WANTED
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individuals
and Student Organizations wnated to
promos* the Honest Spnng Break
Destinations, cal the nation's leader. InterCampus Programs 1-800-327-6013.
Ma* Handera needed immedmtety to
process large amounts oI mail. FAST
CASH! Send a self-addressed stamped
envelope for details and application to:
ABC Mail Processing. P.O. Box 159. Dixon
Spnngsd.TN 37057.
Easy Workl Excellent Pay I Assemble
Products at Home. Cat Toll Free 1-800487-6226 ext 5974
GREEKS « CLUBS $1,000 AN HOUR!
Eacti member ot yyour frat, soronry, team,
dub. etc. Pitches in just one hour and your
group can raiae $1.000 in just a few days)
Plua a chance lo earn $1.000 for yourselfl!
No coat No obligation. 1-800-932-0528
0XL65

RENT/HOME
Roomaii wanHd: to ahar* house, 4 milet
from WSU. $230.00 a month. Mdudes
basic phone, cable tv, washer, dryer, own
room, no pels, nonsmoker. Chris 2538156.

[g§ RENT/ HOME
AMY APARTMENTS, VILLAGE OF
RIVERSIDE • Adjacent to area B. WPAFB.
4.8 Ml. to WSU. 1 bdrni dli.ww carpet. A»C,
800 sq. ft ample, lighted parking, quiet
aecure area. «11 ft *23 RTA bus out front.
UNFURNISHED - $310 - 360/mo.

TAKE

You don't have to
wait until you graduate
AND LOSE to earn good money.

SERVICES
A BETTER RESUME As a lomier
Petsonel Manager. Ill write a laser printed
resume for you and tell you how to get
interviews - - guaranteed! You only have
one chance to make a good first
impression, and your resume is itl
Remember, you spent alot of time and
money on your education, so don't waste it
with leu than a very professional resume.
Student discount (bring this ad). Free
interview. Steve Coleman 278-3242.

The Solution to your
New Year's Resolution !!!

WANTED

30 people
who are seroius
about losing weight!!
I can show you how!
call Dave
299-9910
for your FREE
consultation

M you think drugs cost a lot
now, wait until after college.
They could cost you a career.
Last year alone. America's
businesses lost more than $60
billion to drugs. So this year,
most ol the Fortune 500 wiB be
administering drug tests.
Failing the test means you won't
be considered (or employment.
And that's one hell of a price
to pay.

WER
' E PUTTING
DRUBS OUT
Partnership for a

CALL 873-2505 FOR
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
INFORMATION

Dmg-Ftu America

Olsten can show you how to turn your
spare time into spare cash. We have a wide range
of temporary jobs that are ideal for students
s t * vices
We'll help youfindjobs that arerightfor The Waking Solution
your skills and your schedule
Come to Olstenfortop paying temporary
jobs. And make the most of your college yean
Call
Downtown
228-3954
or
Centerville
435-2800
ClVKTV (Mm utpumon f(*.«

MAKE THE
MOST OF YOUR
DEGREE
Free Initial Consultation
Resume Writing and Development
Laser Type Setting
ABET RESUMES
50 Copies; 1 FREE Revision
<UMCW»O* * Cover Letters and Reference Sheets
A9Q*9d7i;
National Resume Database
' 3
1-2 Day Service - Student Discount

GET A BREAK
SO YOU LIKE SOMEONE WHO MAKES THINGS EASIER FOR YOU?
Then you will like the WSU Pharmacy.
• We are open Monday through Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. ' o you can
drop by on your lunch break or on your way home. We also have voice mail
to leave refill orders.

i gives you
brand medication

generics!

, Parke-Davis. Abbott.
Dttons we dispense,
i cost of the name

• We carry many over-the-counter products along with their generic equivalents.

You will receive a box of 24
Tylenol cold relievers good with
refill or new prescription.
We are open 900
to 5:30 pm M-F

• If you have hard-do-find products, it is possible for us to order them for you
speciallv usually with next day pick-up and without any added cost.
• We give information concerning any medication and its price either over the
phone or In person.
• The 10 percent discount that you receive can be extended to your family.
• Our QS1 computer system Is in over(4.000 Independent and(chain stores across the
USA keeps a permanent electric patient record, provides printed adverse reaction
Information, checks all new prescriptions against others on your patient record for
potential drug Interactions and checks all new orders against the patient history for
potential allergic interactions and lists your medical conditions.
• We are part of the WSU voice mall system so refill orders can be phoned In anytime
we are not in the pharmacy.
• We participate in a number of third party plans. We bill the following companies
via a modem as you wait: Western Ohio, PCS. PAID, Medimet. HMP. Ohio Blue
Cross, NAalue Rx. N.P.A.. P.E.R.S.. S.E.R.S.. The Dayton Area Health Plan. Aetna, Community
Mutual, APS, DayMed and PHP.

ONE COUPON PERVISIT
COUPON EXPIRES 4/15/93

You will receive 100 tablets of
IBUPROFEN (200mg). Good with
refill or new prescription.
We are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F

ONE COUPON PER VISIT
COUPON EXPIRES 4/15/93

You will receive 100
acetaminophen 500 mg caplets.
Good with refill or new prescription.
We are open 9:00
to 5:30 pm M-F

ONE COUPON PERVISIT
COUPON EXPIRES 4/15/93

• We further do manual submissions for Catapiller, Ohio Medicaid, Greene and Clark
Counties General Relief and The Bureau of Workmans' Compensation.
• We generate receipts that you can use with insurance companies where the patients
filo the claim (i.e., WSU student Insurance. Provident, and non-Ohio Based Blue
Cross Plans.)

Let us start making things easy for you!

Just call 873-3414 or dro
in the Frederick A

the WSU Pharmacy
itc Health Center.
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COMICS & GAMES

4*THts
41 Loogtcarf
42 Art of
making

MflGICWORD
Spain: mbtu.

43 Wonhlpad
44 Cousins Ct
thactvat

44 Varnl*^

47 Stupidity
SO Is m a d e
u p (of)
54 OtttaNo,
tor o n e

|
THE SUNSHINE STATE (Sol.: 8 letter*)
A-Alligators, Attraction*; B-Baaeball, Beaches;
C-Cape Kennedy, Cypreae Gardens; D-Daytona,
Discover, Disney; E-E vergladw; F-Florida; GGreat; H-Hoteb; Mdeal; K-Key West; OOceana, Oranges, Orlando; P-Palm troea, Parlu;
R-Rssorta, Retire; S-Sand, Sea World, Shore,
South, Sports, Sunny, Surf; T-Tallahasaee,
Tampa, Tourist*; V-Vacation, View; W-Warm
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"My fellow Americans.. .welcome. . .opening joke.. .personal
anecdote. . .straight party line.. .second Joke. . .presidential endorsonent. . .final joke.. .dosing remarks.. .thank yo«."
Crossword Answers

CD CONNECTION
PRESENTS
THE

WINTER JAZZ FESTIVAL

U i u c r a a i M r I b n r f a u r notit,
letltT l o r a c k ^ u a r r . to f o r m
four o r d i r a j nordi.

I RORYS

ujznj

VELGO

L ii

Featuring

Richard Elliot
and special guest
Robin Crow
MEMORIAL HALL FEB. 3, 7:30
Tickets $15 and $18 available at all CD Connection Stores
Beavercreek

Lazarus Kettering Center

Corners at the Mall

4110 Colonel Glenn Hwy
1 Mila West of
V».'gK.; Stale University

Comer o l Dorottiy Lane
& Woodman
in Kettering

& !t 725 Between
the Dayton Mall S i-75
Near Toy s "R" Us

426-1401 293-7555 433-3472
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Spotlight

New General Manager takes to the airwaves at WWSU
By MARTHA HOW ARD
Staff Writer
Adam White, WWSU'snewlyappoiritcd general manager, originally came to WSU with no notions of becoming involved in radio. White, a fourth-year motion
picture production student, began
his college career as an aspiring
filmmaker.
"It was a long and arduous story
involving a girl," White joked.
Actually, White first considered
attending WSU when a high school
friend told him she was applying to
the theatre department He then
found that WSU also offers a degree in motion picture production.
"I was starting to waver in my
interest in photography," White
said. "I was in band and videos
spurred my interest infilm."His
first brush with media, however,
occurred in the Cleveland suburb
of Russell, Ohio where White volunteered his services as a yearbook
photographerand sports announcer
in high school.
"I did my PA show like I do my

radio show," While said, "so, need- station in November, White saw
less to say, I was suspended a coupic and opportunity he couldn 't ignore.
of times." The same on-air style "I went for it," White said.
that caused trouble for White in
In the interest of continuity.
high school led him to crcatc his White was appointed to the posialter ego on the WWSU airwaves. tion of general manager during
White and Pat Kachurck. former December. "They wanted someWWSU general manager, have body to be in charge already," he
hosted the nine to noon show on said. "It was a big turnaround at the
Wednesday mornings for two-and- end of the quarter." In addition to
a-half years as the Eggman and the position vacated by White, posts
Mickey Finn.
on the WWSU news and sports
"I originally had a six to nine staffs are also available as well as
am. shift and I'd come on and just the position of public relations dikinda play with things," White said. rector.
"I'd play Monty Python and things
"We're looking fora real hellcat
like that." But White liked the idea for that one (publicity director),"
of working with an on-air partner. White said. "The biggest problem
"If you have another person talk- with this station is that nine out of
ing it works out better," White said. ten people on campus don't know
Although he and Kachurck also we exist. I would like to encourage
host shows individually. White said everyone to listen to our station
the incidence of dead air and simi- despite what they may have heard."
lar foul-ups is greatly decreased White believes WWSU's greatest
when two people share air time. strength is the diversity and novIn addition to performing his elty of the music the station broadduties as DJ, last quarter White casts. "You may be listening to
held the position of program direc- Peter Gabriel, 'In Your Eyes,' on
tor as WWSU. But when Kachurek Z-93, where you can hear someresigned as general manager of the thing off his newest album here,"

photo by Scon Coiiohno

New WWSU General Manager, Adam White.
White said.
WWSU. "Someday we're going to
"As far as originality, no matter up the wattage," he said, "and
what kind of music you like, you sooner than that we're going stecan probablefindit on our station," reo." Regarding his own future.
White said. Classical and Latino White said, "Film is the big goal.
shows are being added to the Thefilmwill be the dream, and the
station's programming this quarter radio job, if there is one, will be to
to augment what is sometimes per- cat. I like both (radio andfilm),but
ceived as strictly alternative music. radio is one dimension—sound.
White sees a bright future for Withfilmyou have more."
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